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Latin America
US imperialism strikes back with a vengeance

By Francisco Dominguez

In the last decade or so, US imperialism has galvanised,

forces with the explicit aim of overthrowing all
progressive governments in Latin America. The objec-
tive is US uncontested regional hegemony. US imperi-

-
ties created by the world economic crisis of 2008 on
the regions' commodity-export dependent economies
but has also taken advantage of political weaknesses
that beset some of the progressive movements and
governments south of the Rio Grande.

crisis and US aggression have allowed the US to score
important successes: Obama's timid normalisation
with Cuba has been almost fully reversed, the Vene-
zuelan Revolution is under siege, and right wing forces
have elected a fascist as president in Brazil just to men-
tion a few of these.
We will examine the prospects of survival for Latin
American progressive politics faced with such unfa-
vourable context.
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Dr Francisco Dominguez is a Senior Lecturer at Middlesex University, London, UK, where he is
head of the Latin America Studies Research Group. Dr Dominguez is a former political
refugee from Pinochet's Chile. He is a specialist on Latin America’s political economy about
which he has written and published extensively. He is co-author and co-editor of Right-Wing
Politics in the New Latin America (Zed 2011). He makes regular appearances on TV and other
media to give expert comments on current developments in Latin America. He is also the
National Secretary of the Venezuela Solidarity Campaign, and he is active and plays a leading
role in other solidarity campaigns with Latin America in the UK.


